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Activity Requirements Who is Responsible 
Any Hockey Related 
Activity 

Everyone who attends a hockey related activity must be well.  This includes training, games, meetings 
and social events. Anyone who is feeling unwell should stay home and seek appropriate medical 
advice. 

Everyone 

Individuals Contact 
Tracing at NHC  

All players / coaches / managers / spectators etc must sign in to the NHC using their CHECKIN-19 
system. 

Everyone 

Individuals Contact 
Tracing at External Turfs 

All players / coaches / managers / spectators etc must sign in to the NHC using our ABC Hockey Club 
IDMe App. 

Everyone 

Team Contact Tracing 
Individuals 

Each team must contact trace everyone who is associated with them for each training, game or 
hockey related activity. For some teams this will be using the Heja App that they use for team 
communications for others they will need to keep a record electronically so it can be passed on to 
Harbour Hockey if requested. 

ABC COVID-19 Team 
Representative 

Team Contact Tracing 
Group 

Each team must complete the NHH google form within 12 hours to register that they held a training.  
The form to complete is HERE 

ABC COVID-19 Team 
Representative 

Using Personal 
Equipment 
 

Personal equipment must not be shared. This includes but is not limited to drink bottles, 
mouthguards, shin pads, hockey sticks, gloves, PC masks and goalie gear.   

Everyone 

Using Team Equipment Team equipment must be sanitised before and after use.  Cones should only be set out and collected 
by one or at most two people. Balls should be hit or kicked back for collection rather than picked up 
with multiple sets of hands. 

Everyone 

Cleaning Dugouts and 
Facility after use 

Any lost property left behind after training or games will be put in the bin. The dugout and surrounds 
should be checked and cleared before you leave so that nothing is left behind.  The dugouts at the 
NHC will require a quick sanitation clean before you leave so the next group has a clean facility. 

ABC COVID-19 Team 
Representative 

 


